• Micromechanics: stress, strain and work 
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In contact terms Equilibrium conditions Micromechanical stress
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Strain
In contact terms
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Geometrical considerations 
Packing density
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Summary of micromechanics
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Elastic contact constitutive relation
Discrete Element Method simulations
• isotropic assemblies with 50,000 disks • wide lognormal PSD
• coordination numbers 4 ≤ Γ ≤ 6
• stiffness ratios 0 ≤ ≤ 1
• periodic boundaries
• compressive and shearing loading 
Extremum principles
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Orientational averaging
Uniform strain
Overall average
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Statistical potential energy principle
Minimize potential energy Subject to constraints
Choose α for maximum disorder, then
Observations from DEM simulations 
Loose system
Dense system
Simulations
Comparison of theory and simulations 
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Probability density functions probability density probability density
Gaussian distribution Shear probability density E t / E n in compression E t / E n in shear
Conclusions
• two regimes: uniform strain and uniform stress
• upper and lower bound for moduli
• uniform strain assumption is only correct for dense systems
• statistical theory gives average of uniform strain and stress; appropriate for loose systems
• Gaussian probability functions for normal and tangential components of relative displacements
• no equipartition of energy
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